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A method is given by which the connectedness category of an arbitrary 
digraph D with more than four points can be determined from its subdigraphs 
Di = D - vi. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of reconstructing digraphs from point-deleted subdigraphs 
was first raised by Harary [2], in what has developed into the following 
conjecture: 
DIRECTED RECONSTRUCTION CONJECTURE (DRC). Any digruph D with 
at least seven points can be reconstructedfrom its subdigraphs Di = D - vi . 
The exclusion of digraphs with less than seven points is necessitated 
by pairs of digraphs discovered by Beineke and Parker [l]. The existence 
of these relatively large counterexamples tends to make the DRC more 
questionable than the corresponding conjecture for (undirected) graphs, 
which is known to be true for all graphs with 3-7 points. The existing 
theorems on digraph reconstruction are rather limited, the one truly 
distinctive result being a proof by Harary and Palmer that nonstrong 
tournaments are reconstructable [4]. We have shown elsewhere [5] that 
the degree pair sequence of any digraph D with five or more points can be 
derived from its subdigraphs Di . In this paper we show that another basic 
bit of information, the connectedness category, can also be determined in 
that case. 
2. ELEMENTARY CASES 
If there is a directed path from point u to point v in a digraph D, then v 
is said to be reachable from u. A digraph is strong if every two points are 
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mutually reachable; it is unilateral if for any two points at least one is 
reachable from the other; and it is weak if the underlying graph is 
connected. To be more precise, we use the classes C, , C, , C, , and C, , 
which apparently originated in [3]. The class C,, contains all digraphs which 
are disconnected; C, is digraphs which are weak, but not unilateral; 
C, those which are unilateral but not strong; and C3 is all strong digraphs. 
The pairs of digraphs in Fig. 1 show that connectedness category is not 
determined by subdigraphs for digraphs with two, three, or four points. 
FIGURE 1. 
Thus, we assume from now on that all of our digraphs D have at least 
five points. 
THEOREM 1. A digraph D is in C, if and only iffewer than two Di’s are 
weak. 
Proof. This is proved the same way the corresponding theorem for 
graphs is proved. If D is not in C, , it has a spanning (directed) tree, which 
has at least two endpoints, and deletion of such a point produces a weak 
subdigraph Di . Going the other way, if D has two weak deleted sub- 
digraphs, say Dl and Dz , then v1 is connected to some other points of D, 
so when v1 and D, are recombined to get D, a connected digraph results. 
Because of this result, we may assume in what follows that D is not in C,, . 
THEOREM 2. If two or more D,‘s are in C, , then so is D. 
Proof. If v is any point in the intersection of two strong subdigraphs D, 
and D, , then v1 and v2 are strongly connected to v, as are all other points 
of D. 
THEOREM 3. If exactly one Di is in C, , say D, , then D is in C, if and 
only ifvl does not have outdegree 0 or indegree 0. 
Proof. Clearly, if D has a point of indegree 0 or outdegree 0, D cannot 
be in C, . On the other hand, if D, is in C, , then D can fail to be in C, 
only if the point v1 has indegree 0 or outdegree 0. 
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Since we know the degree pair sequence of D, by a result cited in the 
introduction, we can use Theorem 2 or Theorem 3 to find the connectedness 
category of D if any Di is strong. 
THEOREM 4. If D is unilateral, then at least two Di’s are unilateral. 
ProoJ Let W = v,, , x, , v1 ,..., x2 ,..., x, , v, be a spanning walk of D 
which is minimal with respect to number of arcs. Then clearly v,, # vi , 
i > 0, and v, # v, , j < n. Thus, D, and D, both have spanning walks 
(contained in FV) and so are unilateral. 
THEOREM 5. If three or more Di’s are unilateral, then D is also. 
Proof. Say D, = D - vI is unilateral, and v1 has indegree and 
outdegree both greater than 0. Such a point v1 exists because D can have 
at most one point of outdegree 0 and one point of indegree 0 if it has 
three unilateral subdigraphs. Let T(vI) and F’(vI) be, respectively, the points 
which can reach v1 and can be reached from v1 . If any point of T(v,) 
follows or coincides with a point of F(v,) in any spanning walk of D1 , D is 
unilateral. So suppose that a spanning walk W of D1 divides into two 
sections, W, and W, , the first visiting points of T(v,), ending with point t, 
and the second visiting points of F(v,), beginning with point$ A spanning 
walk for D then begins with W, , proceeds from t to v1 (t is in T(v,)), thence 
tof(fis in F(v,)), and concludes with W, . 
THEOREM 6. If D is strong and some D1 is in C, , then at least three 
subdigraphs Di are unilateral. 
'lDi are weak 
22Di are in C 
3 
c3 
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c3 
VI has id or 0a 0 
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c* or c 3 
FIGURE 2. 
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Proof. If Di is in C, and has a shortest spanning walk from u to v, 
then D - u and D - v are also unilateral. 
The information provided by Theorems 1 through 6 is presented in 
Fig. 2. 
3. NONELEMENTARY CASES 
When no subdigraphs Di are in C, , but at least two are in C, , further 
arguments are needed to derive the connectedness category of D. A 
maximal strong subdigraph of D is a strong component. We need the 
following basic theorem. 
THEOREM 7. If D is not strong, then all strong components of D can be 
found from the Di . 
Proof. Examining the strong components of the subdigraphs Di, those 
with the maximum number of points will necessarily be components of D. 
Select one such component and call it A. Deleting various points from 
A yields subdigraphs of A with various strong components. Call the largest 
component thus obtained A, , the next AZ, and so on. Here again the 
ordering is by the number of points, and if two components have the same 
number of points, their relative order is irrelevant. Choose a deletion 
from A which yields the largest number of AI’s, say n, , then the largest 
number of AZ’s, say n2, and so on. Then a Di which displays a non- 
maximal number of components A, the most Al’s, AZ’s, and so on, 
displays all strong components of D (besides A), plus n,A,‘s, n,A,‘s, and 
so on. Thus, the strong components of D are known. 
Now if each strong component is considered as a single point, and an 
arc is drawn between two such points whenever there is an arc between 
the corresponding strong components in D, a new digraph D*, called the 
condensation of D, is formed. It is easy to see that the connectedness 
category of D* is the same as that of D (see [3]). We can now attack one 
of the unresolved cases shown in Fig. 2. 
THEOREM 8. If D has no strong subdigraphs Di, and exactly two D:s 
are unilateral, then the connectedness category of D can be determinedfrom 
the Di)s. 
Proof. By Theorems 1 and 6, we know D is in either C, or C, . Since 
we know the strong components of D, we can tell for each Di just which 
type of component contained the point vi . (It will be the largest component 
which is present in smaller numbers in Di than in 0.) If D is in C, but has 
two Di)s in C, , each of those Di’s must have resulted from the deletion 
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of a one-point strong component. This is obvious since the condensation 
of a digraph has the same connectedness category as the digraph, and to 
change the weak digraph D* to the unilateral digraph Di*, a whole point 
(thus, a whole strong component of D) must be deleted. Therefore, we may 
assume from now on that each of the unilateral subdigraphs of D resulted 
from deletion of one-point components. 
The possible structures for D are shown in Fig. 3, where 3(b) represents 
also the dual case (two points of indegree 1 and outdegree 0). The cases 3(a) 
and 3(b) may be distinguished by the degree pair sequences since 3(b) has 
two points of indegree 0 (or outdegree 0) and 3(a) has not. If any of the 
strong components of D have more than a single point, we can distinguish 
3(a) and 3(c), because in 3(a) the strong components are in different orders 
in the two unilateral Dp’s, and in 3(c), the orders in the two D,‘s are the 
same. Thus, we must just distinguish 3(a) and 3(c) in the case where all 
strong components of D are trivial. 
(C~ 
FIGURE 3. 
Clearly, if D is as in 3(c), all of the subdigraphs resulting from points 
other than U, , U, , U, , or u, will contain the “square” u,u2u3u4, with u2 
and U, mutually nonreachable. This will usually distinguish 3(c) from 3(a). 
Clearly the subgraphs of 3(a) obtained by deleting ul, u2, vl, or a2 
(remember that U, and q are one-point strong components) cannot 
contain such a subgraph. If all other points of 3(a) are to yield such a 
square, 3(a) must begin and end as shown in Fig. 4(a), where the dotted 
lines indicate arcs which cannot be present. Deleting points U, and vQ 
yields the two subdigraphs shown in Fig. 4(b). But if D has such sub- 
digraphs, it must be unilateral, because if D is to have any unilateral 
subdigraphs, the points u, and u, or the points v2 and up must not both be 
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mutually unreachable in D (since D has only trivial strong components), 
and so one of the two subdigraphs in 4(b) shows D is unilateral. 
FIGURE 4. 
The only remaining case is settled by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9. Zf no Dis are in C, , but three or more Di’s are in C, , then 
the connectedness category of D can be determined from the Di . 
Pioof. We may assume that the minimum indegree and the minimum 
outdegree of D are both at least 1. For any digraph D, among all of the 
unilateral Di’s there is a largest first component (consisting of the points 
which can reach all points of Di), call it A, and a largest last component, B. 
If D is unilateral, then D itself has a first strong component A(D) and a last 
strong component B(D) and clearly A(D) = A and B(D) = B. In our 
present situation, since D has no points of in or outdegree 0, neither A(D) 
nor B(D) is a single point and therefore every unilateral Di contains either 
A (as its first component) or B (as its last) if D is in C, . 
Say D is in C, , with Dl = D - v1 unilateral and displaying B as its 
last component. Deletion of the first point w  of a shortest spanning walk 
of D, yields D - w  which is unilateral. If there is an arc from q to any 
point besides w, we are done, since then D - w  has a last component 
containing B + v1 , a contradiction. If, on the other hand, the only arc 
from o1 goes to w, then D - w  has u1 as its last component and a proper 
subdigraph of A as its first, and so displays neither A nor B, showing that 
D is in C, . 
Combining all of our results, we have the final theorem. 
THEOREM 10. Zf D is a digraph with five or more points, then its 
connectedness category is determined by its subdigraphs D( . 
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